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Automated High-Accuracy Phase Measurement
System
S. STEIN, D. GLAZE, J . LEVINE, J. GRAY, D. HILLIARD. D. HOWE,

INTRODUCTIO~

T

HE MEASUREMENToftheaccumulated phaseorthe
time difference between pairs of clocks is required for
timekeeping and is the most powerful method of making very
accurate frequency measurements since time interval, frequency, and frequency difference may all be calculated from
these measurements. In the past, frequency was usually not
derived from time measurements for short sample times because the time measurements could not be performed with
adequate precision. However, we have developed a new meaManuscript reccived February l l , 1983.
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surement system which overcomes this limitation. I t combines
the most advantageous properties of the three most common
techniques: the heterodyne measurement system: the frequency
divider; and the dual-mixFr measurement system [ I ] . As a
resuil, it can satisfy nearly any requirement for frequency or
time measurement.
The new system has the low-noise and high-resolution
properties of a single heterodyne system: the rms time deviation
for a single measurement is typically 2 ps and the theoretical
resolution is 0.2 ps for the particular design parameters ue
have chosen. But a single heterodyne system is seriously limited
since it can only make a measurement at the time of a zero
crossing between the oscillators under test, not at the time of
the operators choice. As the result of the addition of a transfer
oscillator, the new system. like the dual.mixer system. makes
measurements within 0.1 s of any selected time and like a di-
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vider, the new measurement system stores the time of each
clock in hardwire andsequires readout by a computer very
infrequently. For example, no ambiguity occurs before 19 days
have elapsed. The hardware utilizes the ANSI/IEEE-583
(CAMAC) interface standard to communicate with either a
computer or desktop calculator in order to store and b ~ a l y z e
data [2].
This paper discusses the theory of the measurement method,
presents typical performance data, and outlines the important
features of the computer operating system. Both the hardware
and software could be adapted to a wide variety of measurement needs.
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Fig. I ,

Dual-mixer time difference measurement system.

then the low-pass filtered output of the mixer is

HARDWARE
This paper follows the IEEE recommendations for describing the phase noise in oscillators [3]. To account for the
phase noise on a sine-wave signal generator, we express the
output voltage as
V ( r ) = Vosin [27rvor t cb(t)]

where

VO
YO

#(r)

nominal peak voltage amplitude
nominal fundamental frequency
deviation of phase from nominal

and amplitude variations have been assumed to be negligible.
The instantaneous frequency of the oscillator is the derivative of the phase divided by 27r

I t is useful to define a normalized frequency deviation

v ( r )=

v(1)

- vo-

1 dcb .
2

v0

~

dr~

0

The integral of this normalized frequency is the time deviation
x ( r ) whose units are seconds

x(r t 7 )- x ( r ) =

n r t r

J '.

.

y ( z ) dZ

I

and the average frequency deviation over the interval 7 is defined as

p(I+ 7 ;I )

J"'y(Z)

=
7

dZ = x ( r

+ 7 )- x ( r )
7

Frequency or phase measurements requiring the highest precision are always made by heterodyning the outputs from two
oscillators using a suitable device such as a double-balanced
mixer. Thus if the input signals are

and

The advantage of heterodyning is that the magnitude of a
phase fluctuations is preserved while the beat frequency is
reduced by the heterodyne factor V I O / ( V ~ O- vI0). Thus a given
phase change corresponds to a larger time interval and may
be measured with improved resolution and accuracy.
Various techniques are used to characterize the beat-frequency signal. The most powerful method is to sample the
phase (or time deviation) at intervals of time equal to 7 . This
may be accomplished by measuring the time of the zero
crossings. A device which does this permits time deviation
measurements with su bpicosecond resolution but requires an
offset (beat) frequency. An additional disadvantage is that the
measurement intervals must be multiples of the beat period.
Two heterodyne measurement systems which share a
common oscillator may be combined to overcome this problem.
A step was taken in this direction with the development of the
dual-mixer time difference technique (Fig. 1 ) which measures
the time difference between adjacent zero crossings of the two
heterodyne frequencies. The common oscillator is synthesized
from oscillator number 1 . It is offset low by an amount large
compared to the frequency difference between the oscillators
under test. The start pulse occurs at time I,~Iwhen the common
oscillator is in phase quadrature with oscillator number I . The
common oscillator constantly lags until at time r,x it is in phase
quadrature with oscillator number 2 when the stop pulse is
produced. The time interval counter registers P counts of its
time base which has a period 7,.The time deviation between
oscillators 1 and 2 at time I,+,
IS given by
AIM)

- XI([,+,)

= - P ~ , E B Z ( ~ rv)/vio
M;

where i j B l ( r M ; IN) signifies the average beat frequency over
the time interval from f,+# to I N . Since this system uses adjacent
zero crossings, it is insensitive to phase changes of a whole cycle
between the osci I1 a tors.
To overcome this limitation, we have added two scalers to
the basic measurement system, as shown in Fig. 2. The second
time interval counter and the unused stop-signal output are
added to make the two halves of the circuit identical, permitting the expansion of the system to measure any number
of clocks. The difference in the scaler readings indicates the
number of cycles which have elapsed betueen oscillators 1 and
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Overall measurement system configuration.
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Fig. 2. Dual-mixer system extended for unambiguous time comparisons.
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2 since the system was initialized. It can be shown that

-

X ~ ( I W ) X I ( ~ Y )=

[N - M

- P 7 c F ~ 2 ( lr~~ ;) l / v i o
M r

where N and M are the number of zero crossings of oscillators
2 and I , respectively.
The average beat frequency E~32(Iy;f N ) cannot be known
exactly. However, it may be estimated with sufficient precision
from the previous pair of measufements designated ' and ". The
average frequency is approximately

-v82(iM;r n )

L
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Fig. 4. Variations of measured time difference with important
parameters.

The new measurement system has many desirable features
and properties:
7(.(P" - P')]
I ) I t has very high resolution, limited by the internal
counters to 0.2 ps and by noise to approximately 2 ps.
provided that it changes sufficiently slowly compared to the
2) It has much lower noise than divider-based measurement
interval IM < I N . A typical value for this error will be given in systems.
the following section.
3) The operation is fully automatic.
4) All oscillators in the range of 5 MHz f 5 Hz may be
PERFORMANCE
compared. Other carrier frequencies are also usable, but difAll measurement channels consist of a mixer, zero-crossing ferent carrier frequencies may not be mixed on the same sysdetector, scaler, and time-interval counter. Four such circuits tem. The system has been successfully tested with an oscillator
can be built in a double-width CAMAC module. The system offset 4.6 Hz from nominal 5 MHz. Measxements were made
is easily expanded to compare many oscillators and the block at intervals of 2 h between which the system had to accumulate
diagram of a complete system for making phase comparisons approximately 2 X 10%. The system has also been tested with
and no errors were detected
among 24 clocks is shown in Fig. 3. We have chosen parame- an oscillator offset 4 X
ters which are reasonable for comparing state-of-the-art during a period of 100 days.
5 ) All sampling times in the range of 1 s to 19 days with a
atomic standards. Thus the synthesizer is offset IO Hz below
oscillator I and R = 5 X IO5. The outputs from both mixers resolution of 0.1 s are possible. Measurements may be made
are approximately 10 Hz.The noise bandwidth is 100 Hz.The on command or in a preptogrammed sequence.
6) Measurements are synchronized precisely, Le.. at the
time base of the time interval counter is twice the frequency
picosecond
level, with the refereqce clock. They may, therefore,
of oscillator 1 or approximately 10 MHz. The quantization
with important user system events, such as
be
synchronized
error is 1/2R = 10-6 cycle or 0.2 ps which is a factor of ten
the
switching
times
of an FSK or PSK system.
smaller than the measurement noise. As stated earlier, an error
7)
All
oscillators
are compared synchronously and all
will result from frequency changes which violate the constancy
within a maximum interval of
measurements
are
performed
assumption used to estimate v ~ 2 A. change in v2 by
0.
I
s.
As
a
result,
the
phase
of
an oscillator needs to be interduring the interval between two measurements will result in
a time deviation error of IO ps. Thus one must make more polated to the chosen measurement time for an intenal of 0.1
closely spaced measurements for oscillators which have large s maximum. This capability, which is not present in either
dynamic frequency changes than for more stable devices. Two single heterodyne measurement systems or switched meaother sources of inaccuracy are the sensitivities to the ampli- surement systems eliminates a source of "measurement" error
tude and phase of the common oscillator. Fig. 4 shows the which is generally much larger than the noise-induced errors.
measured value of x = 9/27rvo as a function of the amplitude For example, interpolation of the phase of a high-performance
Cs clock (o,, 10-"/7'/*) over a period of 3 h would produce
of the input signal and the phase of the synthesizer.
2

(N" - N ' ) / [ R ( M " - M')/vlo

+
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Fig. 5 . Typical measurcment noise floor

approximately 1.5-11s phase uncertainty. To maintain 4-ps
.
accuracy requires measurements simultaneous to 0. I s.
8) There are no phase errors due to the switching of R F
signals since there is no switching anywhere in the analog
measurement system.
9) No appreciable phase errors are introduced when it is
necessary to change the reference clock since, as shown in Fig.
4, the peak error due to changes in synthesizer phase is 20
PS.

IO) The measurement system is capable of measuring its
own phase noise when the same signal is applied to two input
ports. Fig. 5 is the typical measured Allan variance plot. Error
limits are not shown since unit-to-unit variations exceed the
inaccuracy of the measurement. Long-term phase deviations
were less than 25 ps peak to peak over a 40-day measurement
periad 141.
1 I ) Since the IEEE-583 (CAMAC) interface standard has
been followed for all the custom hardware, the system can be
easily interfaced to almost any instrument controller. The
system has already been tested using a large minicomputer,
a small minicomputer, and a desk-top calculator. Interfaces
between IEEE-583 and IEEE-488 controllers are available
and have been used successfully.
12) The system is capable of comparing a very large
number of oscillators at a reasonable cost per device.
O P E R A T I N G SYSTEM

Design Considerorions

Before discussing the operating system in detail. it is useful
to outline exactly what we expect the system to do. We have
identified the following general tasks that we expect the system
to be able to perform: The programs must allow a variable
number of clocks to be in the measurement ensemble at any
time: the addition and deletion of clocks should be a simple
matter that can be done by an operator with no special computer training. The programs must maintain an audit trail of
changes to the ensemble of clocks being measured: this audit
trail should be automatic and should not depend on the notebooks of the various users. The times of all of the clocks should
be available for examination as soon after the data are recorded
as is pratical. Any user should be able to examine the performance of any clock.
Although hardHare failures are inevitable, the design should
minimiie the impact of a failure. The data-acquisition program
is modular and each module is made as independent as possible. All input/output statements contain time-out loops so that
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a failuic of any single clock module will not stop the program.
All communication with the operator's console is dpne on a
character-by-character basis under interrupt control, and these
interrupts are ignored during a measurement cycle. Although
the memory of the machine is volatile RAM, the state of the
system is stored on disks, and the program c a n be stopped and
restarted without any loss of data.
A final consideration is ease of use by people who are not
computer experts. All commands and diagnostics are complete
sentences (error numbers and computer jargon are not used).
The parameters for all commands can be abbreviated for experienced users or spelled out in full for novices: the syntax for
all commands is the same (verb or verb, noun or verb, noun,
noun).
Hardware Limirarions

I n addition to incorporating the desirable features outlined
above, the data-acquistion program had t o rengnize and cope
with several I i mi tat ions imposed by the hardware:
Each clock module contains two types of registers: a scaler
that counts the number of zero crossings of the difference
frequency between the clock being measured and the offset
reference and a time-interval counter that measures the time
interval between the zero crossings of the beat frequencies of
the clock being measured and the reference each time a measurement is initiated. Note that the scaler advances continously
while the time-interval counter only runs when a measurement
is initiated. Both of these counters are 24 bits wide so that the
maximum count is 16777215. If the difference frequency between any clock and the reference clock is IO Hz, the epoch
counter will overflow about every 19 days and some provision
must be incorporated for detecting and removing these overflows (because of a peculiarity of the design. the counter, in
fact, overflows after 8388607 counts or about every 9 days).
The scaler in each of the clock modules cannot be read
without initiating a measurement cycle. The start measurement pulse is generated asynchronously by the minicomputer.
It initiates a synchronization cycle which takes several cycles
of the IO-Hzclock. Under worst case conditions, measurements can therefore onl> be made every 0.3 s. Thus the completion of a measurement cycle to read the elapsed time as
indicated by the counter in the reference channel may be as
much a s two ticks late. Either some means must be provided
of keeping time within the minicomputer or we must store the
actual time of each reading and deal in all of the subsequent
analysis with the fact that the intervals between the readings
may not be exactly constant. We have chosen the former arrangement. The frequency of the reference clock is used to
drive a software clock in the minicomputer. This clock maintains the time in conventional civil format including leap years.
A real-time display shows the current software time, and the
software tick may be synchronized to an external tick by a
command from the operator's keyboard. The insertion of a leap
second is also possible using a keyboard command.
Although each C A M A C crate can physically hold 1 1 clock
modules, the pulse distribution system can only drive 6 modules. Thus each crate can only record the data from 24 clocks
(4 clocks per module). The C A M A C system associates a
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unique electrical address with each physical slot in the crate
(i.e., it is not a bus structure), and the program must map
logical clock numbers to physical slots. This mapping must
extend to multiple crate configurations, since 24 channels are
unlikely to be sufficient for all applications.

chine continues to accumulate data (and audit information if
clocks are added or dropped). When the larger machine is
operational agajn, all of the data since the last successful
transmission are sent. This is accomplished automatically by
the transmission protocol and requires no user intervention.

Data Slorage

Data Retrieval and Analysis

The data may be examined by any user. Two types of access
The data storage scheme can record the data from up to I28
channels. Any channel may be active at any time; t3e active are provided: a group of utility tasks to provide the most
channels need not be contiguous.
commonly used functions such as plotting and listing and a
The scheme is divided into three parts:
group of library subroutines that may be incorporated into any
1 ) The indexfile: This file has one entry for each reading user program. The library subroutines can be used to examine
of the hardware. This entry is always of a fixed length and the data either sequentially in time or randomly. These routines
contains the time of the reading and the map of the active allow full shared a m among any number of users. All of the
channels. It also contains various diagnostic information and users access the files in read-only mode, and nonprivileged
a pointer to the start of the data in the data file.
users cannot modify the data in any way. The data files are
2 ) The datafile: This file has one entry for each reading protected against unauthorized modification by the operating
of each clock. The readings for each time are grouped together system and users need not concern themielves with the mainin an area pointed to by the index file entry for that time. Since tenance of the integrity of the data.
the number of active clocks may change, these entries are
variable in length: the entries simply follow each other with
CONCLUSIONS
no gaps. (The index file and the data file are logically related
in the same way as the table of contents of a book is related to
We have demonstrated a new phase measurement system
the text.)
with very desirable properties: All oscillators in the range of
3) The identifier file: This file has 128 entries-one for 5 MHz f 5 Hz may be measured directly. The sampling times
each potentially active channel. Each entry is a fixed length are only restricted by the requirement that they exceed one
and contains the identities of the clocks connected to that second. The noise floor is ~ ~ ~ ( 2=. 37X) 10-12/~
in short term
channel in inverse chronological order (Le., the current occu- and the time deviations appear less than 25 ps in long term. All
pant is first and the oldest occupant is last). Each time the circuitry is designed as modules which allows expansion at
identity of a clock connected to a port is changed, that fact is modest cost. Compatibility with a variety of computers is inr.ecorded in the appropriate entry in this file by "pushing" the sured through the use of the IEEE-583 interface and adapters
new entry onto a logical last-in-first-out stack. Thus the time are available to permit use with an IEEE-488 controller. The
history of each port is recorded. The programs will allow a system makes it feasible to make completely automated phase
clock to be connected only if the operator enters the serial measurements at predetermined times 011 large numbers of
number of the clock. This file may be accessed by any user to atomic clocks. It's own noise is one-hundred times less than the
determine the identity of any clock in the ensemble. It is also state of the art in atomic clock performance. The data may be
used to annotate various outputs with the physical names of accessed without interrupting the data-acquisition process and
the clocks.
may be analyzed and plotted without danger of interferring
These files are maintained in two places: on a floppy disk with data collection or storage. The system is being used to
connected to the minicomputer that reads the data and on a make the measurements needed to compute NBS atomic time.
hard disk that is connected to the larger minicomputer that is It will also be very valuable for any laboratory which uses three
used to analyze the performance of the clocks. The data are or more atomic clocks.
transmitted between these two files after every data-acquistion
cycle using a serial data link between the two machines. The
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